Contemporary natural surfaces

The natural choice
for your home
S p e c t r a S o l i d -W o o d
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Naturally enduring, naturally hygienic,
naturally adaptable.
Not only do Spectra Solid-Wood work surfaces look stunning,
they have proven antibacterial properties making them an ideal choice
for your kitchen or bathroom. Furthermore, while modern synthetic
laminates and plastics may denature, warp or lose colour over time,
timber surfaces look better the longer you have them.

They’re versatile too, equally at home in a modern city
apartment or rustic farmhouse. Or whether partnered with
brushed steel, gleaming chrome or antique brass.
Want to know more? See pages 10 and 22 for full technical details.
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EUROPEAN
OAK

Solid performance
Work surfaces
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

As the most hard wearing surface in your
home, it’s essential your kitchen worktop be
strong and resilient. Of course, it needs to
look the part too. And offer long-term value
and long-lasting style. It’s why we created the
Spectra Solid-Wood range of work surfaces.
Made of hygienic, highly durable waterproofed timbers, every product
in the range naturally matures over time to reveal richer colours
that will continually enhance your kitchen.
A choice of four classic solid woods is available, including striking oak,
warm beech and the rich, darker tone of walnut. Furthermore, curved
corners can easily be achieved thanks to the great versatility of timber.

Work surface dimensions
European Oak and European Walnut
2000mm x 650mm x 40mm
3000mm x 650mm x 40mm
4000mm x 650mm x 40mm
Rustic Oak and Rustic Beech
3000mm x 650mm x 30mm
3000mm x 650mm x 40mm
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EUROPEAN
WALNUT

Beautiful
breathing space
Breakfast bar and island units
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

More room to entertain friends and family.
An extra surface for food prep. A handy
homework base. Whatever your reason for
choosing a Spectra Solid-Wood breakfast bar
area and island unit, you can be confident
it will beautifully complement your
main kitchen work surfaces.
Available in the same four classic solid woods as the main
work surface range, they can also be curved to follow your existing
cabinet design. Matching gable end panels can also be fitted to
provide a stylish finishing touch to the heart of your home.

Breakfast bar and
island unit dimensions
European Oak and European Walnut
3000mm x 900mm x 40mm
Rustic Oak and Rustic Beech
3000mm x 900mm x 30mm
3000mm x 900mm x 40mm
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EUROPEAN
WALNUT

We ’ve g o t yo u c o ve r e d
Upstands
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

When investing in a new kitchen,
it’s only natural you want to enjoy the
benefits for years to come. That’s where
upstands can make a real difference.
They protect your walls from unwanted
damage, while also providing a stylish and
hygienic barrier. Best of all, they’re easy
to wipe clean and quick to install.
To ensure a flawless continuation between surface and wall,
Spectra Solid-Wood upstands are available in the same four
classic solid woods as the main work surface range.
They’re also easy to oil and maintain, ensuring they
mature and naturally deepen in colour at the same
rate as your main surfaces.

Upstand dimensions
3000mm x 100mm x 20mm
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The story behind the surface

Fo r e ve r fo r wa r d - t h i n k i n g

Proven quality

Sustainability

spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

From tree felling to final installation, our
single-minded vision is to deliver kitchen
work surfaces of exceptional quality, strength
and visual appeal. No exceptions, no excuses.

Spectra craftspeople give as much thought to
sustainability as aesthetics. Always have,
always will. After all, good forest management isn’t
just vital to ensuring future generations can enjoy
our woods and forests. Our very industry relies on it.

At every stage of manufacturing we draw on both our traditional craft skills
and the latest manufacturing techniques. We begin by selecting timber from
responsible forests, which is then carefully seasoned to reduce moisture.
This process naturally strengthens the wood and makes installation easier.

It’s why all our timber is certified in accordance with the rules of
the Forest Stewardship Council®. What’s more, the use of solid wood
staves in the production of Spectra Solid-Wood work surfaces
ensures that we maximize the amount of wood that’s used from the tree.

Then it’s time to create our work surfaces from precisely manufactured
solid wood blocks (staves) of seasoned timber. The staves are bonded together
with finger joints and a specialist adhesive. The result? A beautifully strong surface
with square cut ends that can either be retained for a contemporary feel, or
machined to your own choice of profile. The decision, as ever, is yours.
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EUROPEAN
WALNUT

Natural born thrillers
Spectra Solid-Wood
collection
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Offering enduring quality and timeless
style, Spectra Solid-Wood work surfaces
are a natural product that will slowly
mature to a richer, deeper colour.

EUROPEAN OAK

RUSTIC BEECH

RUSTIC OAK

EUROPEAN WALNUT

Four distinctly different solid wood species
are available in the range, which you can
view in closer detail on the following pages.
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EUROPEAN
OAK
Scale 1:1

Raw power
European Oak
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Offering exceptional natural strength
and hardness, oak has long been
considered the material of choice
for fine furniture makers.
It’s a view shared by own craftspeople, who carefully colour
match staves to create a consistent tone across the surface.
A tone that will naturally deepen to perfection over time.
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RUSTIC
OAK
Scale 1:1

Different by design
Rustic Oak
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Our Rustic Oak work surfaces
are the natural choice if you’re
looking for a wood grain full of
character and colour variety.
Providing the same signature strength and toughness
as our European Oak work surfaces, the rustic finish is
created by using contrasting staves.
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RUSTIC
BEECH
Scale 1:1

Wa r m w e l c o m e
Rustic Beech
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Add an invitingly warm tone
to your kitchen with our
Rustic Beech work surfaces.
The staves have been carefully seasoned to produce a
variety of subtle colours that complement almost any
kitchen scheme, while also providing the timeless beauty
and rustic charm that only wood provides.
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EUROPEAN
WALNUT
Scale 1:1

Ingrained style
European Walnut
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

The naturally rich, dark tone of walnut
adds instant standout to any kitchen,
which is why it’s now the go-to
grain for many homeowners.
This tightly grained timber delivers impressive strength and
style, ensuring you’ll appreciate its striking appearance
for years. An appearance that’s further enhanced thanks
to the carefully chosen, colour-matched staves.
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EUROPEAN
WALNUT

Time well spent
Protecting your surface
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

What is it that attracts so many to
wooden surfaces? For some it’s strength.
For others it’s the natural warmth. For many
however, it’s the fact that wooden surfaces
slowly mature to a richer colour over time.

The natural choice
Product availability
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

DÉCOR NAME

WORK SURFACES

BREAKFAST BAR & ISLAND UNITS

UPSTANDS

However, to enjoy the benefits of this versatile material
for years to come does require a little regular maintenance.
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That’s where Spectra preserving oil comes in. Simply apply the
oil to your work surface with a clean cloth every two or three months
to enhance it with a richer, darker finish. It really is that simple.
What’s more, oiled surfaces are not only easier to keep clean,
they’re more resistant to water damage too.

*The staves of European Oak and European Walnut are carefully selected to closely match each other’s colour and grain.
**The staves of Rustic Beech and Rustic Oak have an increased variation of colour and grain.
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spectraworksurfaces.co.uk
For sales and technical information please call 0121 561 4245
or contact your local Spectra Solid-Wood work surface retailer.

Whilst every effort has been made to accurately represent the solid wood species, colours and textures, we are unable to guarantee
an exact match due to the limitations of the brochure printing process. E&OE. Spectra has a policy of continual development.
We reserve the right to amend specifications of products without notice.

